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Tara Cain Crafts a Practical Palette in a Sophisticated Edina Home
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Spring Sensations With Alora Ambiance
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The First-Ever Exterior Color of the Year is Green & Serene
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Podcasts have emerged as go-to resources for both entertainment and education. With their versatility and range of topics, from true crime to quantum physics, podcasts have become integral parts of daily life for millions—and the home industry is no exception. Industry pros across the state are leading talks in their own respective fields, offering educational (and fun!) resources for Minnesota homeowners, designers, builders, landscapers, real estate agents, and more. Discover local voices in this space with these 10 podcasts.
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The Curious Builder
In this podcast, Mark D. Williams of Mark D. Williams Custom Homes engages in discussions with industry professionals from across the Twin Cities. Together, they delve into their backgrounds, current careers, and offer invaluable tips that are beneficial for builders, remodelers, and designers, as well as Minnesota homeowners. curiousbuilderpodcast
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A post shared by The Curious Builder Podcast (@thecuriousbuilderpodcast)


Drink in the Style
Host Gregory Rich, founder of Habitation Design and The District Edina, invites listeners to sit back, relax, and enjoy a drink as he leads conversations about interior design, art, real estate, and the business of aesthetics. Both informational and entertaining, the podcast is ideal for small business owners in architecture, building and remodeling, and interior design. drinkinthestyle.com
Let’s Talk Housing
Presented by Housing First Minnesota, “Let’s Talk Housing” discusses the current state of homeownership and the complex world of housing. From insightful chats with builders and designers to deep dives with economists and market researchers, this inspiring podcast offers insider knowledge for homeowners throughout the state. housingfirstmn.org/podcast
Makers of Minnesota
Stephanie Hansen of Stephanie’s Dish highlights the stories behind Minnesota makers and their products in her podcast, “Makers of Minnesota.” While Hansen recently announced the podcast’s finale, there are six years and 378 recordings to listen back on. stephaniesdish.com/podcasts
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A post shared by Makers of Minnesota Podcast (@makersofmn)


Minnesota Gardening Podcast
With sustainability top of mind, the “Minnesota Gardening Podcast,” hosted by Minnesota Gardening Owner Brad Tabke, brings together gardening enthusiasts throughout the upper Midwest to talk eco-friendly landscape and gardening practices. If you’re looking for gardening advice amid the recent Minnesota weather, check out this informational resource. minnesotagardening.com
The Object
Produced by Minneapolis Institute of Art (Mia) and hosted by Tim Gihring, this podcast explores the stories behind museum objects. Through this exploration, Gihring delves into historic events, politics, economics, and more. Season six premiered on March 11, with new episodes released monthly. new.artsmia.org/the-object-podcast
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A post shared by Minneapolis Institute of Art (@artsmia)


Realtors From the Garage
Whether you’re a first-time home buyer or an experienced real estate professional, this podcast—hosted by Scott and Joe, Team Edelstein, CBRealty—offers insights into the current state of the housing market. With a combined 44 years of experience in the Twin Cities real estate industry, Scott and Joe offer valuable information from both buyer and seller perspectives. instagram.com/realtorsftgarage
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A post shared by Realtors from the Garage (@realtorsftgarage)


The Welcome Home Podcast
The Minnesota Homeownership Center strives to promote successful homeownership for underrepresented and marginalized groups in the state. In its podcast, professionals from the center link individuals, homeownership advisers, and industry stakeholders to provide crucial information about current events in the housing market. hocmn.org/podcast
Your Greenhouse Home
Presented by Minnetonka-based Tonkadale, “Your Greenhouse Home” is a go-to resource “dedicated to connecting everyone to beautiful spaces by providing plant-inspired experiences,” as noted in the podcast description. By talking with experts throughout the community, the podcast explores topics ranging from plant care and gardening to landscape trends, soil tips, and more. tonkadale.com/podcast
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A post shared by Tonkadale Greenhouse – Minnetonka, MN (@tonkadale)


Zo·Co·Conversations
Our July/August 2023 Stylemaker, Erin Zosel (who is also a real estate agent with Compass and owner of Sloane’s Beauty Bar), adds to her repertoire of roles with her podcast, “Zo·Co·Conversations.” Co-hosted by fellow real estate professional Drew Coleman, the two lead informal talks about both business and life. spotify.com
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Single family residential design firm focusing on distinctive, one-of-a-kind, timeless design. Eskuche works with the homeowners on site, immersing themselves into the home layout, interior, and exterior design goals.
Eskuche Design Group
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18318 Minnetonka Blvd, Deephaven, MN, 55391

(612) 296-7575

eskuche.us
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As homeowners are increasingly craving privacy and solace within their homes, trends are shifting away from expansive, open-concept layouts and toward more separate, intentional spaces. With this shift comes a renewed appreciation for the traditional home office or study—often portrayed in movies and TV shows as a both a workspace and escape for the hardworking business executive. What we’re seeing now is that these types of spaces are being crafted with multiple purposes in mind, with designs surrounding work, hobbies, and relaxation. Here, we explore four residential offices and studies designed by some of the Twin Cities’ industry pros.
Executive Elegance

1 of 6
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Crafted by Codie Donahue Interior Design as a personal retreat for the homeowner, this dark and moody home office in St. Cloud exudes sophistication and authority. From the dark paneled walls to the Venetian hand-carved desk, each element speaks to the client’s refined taste. Rich leathers, bold fabrics, and a geometric hair-on-hide rug add warmth to the space, while a walk-up wet bar with custom gold leaf treatments and crocodile-wrapped cabinetry nod to the pleasures of success.
Fully Booked
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This versatile home office by Martha O’Hara Interiors and Tomlinson Schultz was designed to cater to the dynamic needs of a modern family. Blending traditional library charm with contemporary amenities, the room boasts extensive built-ins that display the family’s cherished collection of books. Expansive picture windows bathe the space in natural light, while a wood-burning fireplace contributes to the cozy vibe. With organized furniture placement and dedicated areas for both business and leisure, the transition from work to relaxation is seamless.
Masculine Sophistication

1 of 5
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Positioned strategically off the main foyer of an Orono home, this captivating study—designed by Davis Interiors and built by Norton Homes—leaves a lasting impression on all those who visit. The space is doused in a rich green hue, with antique and vintage accents infusing the space with character and personality. Vintage European trophy mounts, for example, juxtapose modern furnishings like the camel linen wingchair adorned with Schumacher’s iconic dragon pillow. Versatile features, including a convertible standing desk and gold halo light fixture, ensure both functionality and style.
Deephaven Dream

1 of 3
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Dark cabinets, reeded wallpaper, and luxe leather chairs create a professional, yet inviting ambience in this thoughtfully design workspace—crafted by Mark D. Williams Custom Homes and Chirigos Designs. Even after the workday is done, the dark and cozy design beckons the homeowner to relax and unwind.
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Story & Teller Opening
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Minneapolis’ latest home and lifestyle boutique, Story & Teller, is officially opening its doors April 1, with Grand Opening festivities happening April 13-14. Specializing in handmade and small-batch goods, the store features a carefully curated selection of products that uplift small creators and artisans. April 1 @ 316 N. 2nd St., Minneapolis, storyandteller.co
Charcuterie Workshop
[image: ]
Construct your own charcuterie board and learn about the art of food styling at one of this month’s charcuterie workshops, presented by From the Diner. These classes provide guests with knowledge of food selection, cheese cutting, meat folding techniques, and more. With ticket purchase, participants are provided with a palm leaf plate, meat, cheese, fruit, nuts, olives, crackers, jam, chocolate, and garnish. Select dates April 7-26 @ Forgotten Star Brewing, Wandering Leaf Brewing Co., Fountain Hill Winery, Back Channel Brewing, The Rusty Bumblebee, Alloy Brewing Co., 9 Mile Brewing, Omni Winery & Taproom, Crow River Winery, fromthediner.com
Spring Festival: An Arts and Crafts Affair
This month, Shakopee welcomes hundreds of the nation’s finest artists and crafters to Canterbury Park, where guests can shop handcrafted, one-of-a-kind giftables, decor, and more. Throughout the event, there will also be hourly gift certificate drawings and numerous options for food and drink. Tickets are required, with free admission for children under 10 and discounted prices for seniors 62-plus. Paid admission applies for the entire weekend with a hand stamp. April 12, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., April 13, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., April 14, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. @ Canterbury Park, canterburypark.com 
Saint Paul Art Crawl

1 of 3
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Dow Art Gallery
Photos courtesy of St. Paul Art Collective
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XIA Gallery & Cafe
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Northern Light Art Studio













Since 1977, the St. Paul community has celebrated art through its twice-a-year art crawl, which has grown to encompass various venues across 10 different artist districts. Produced by the St. Paul Art Collective, the event will attract up to 20,000 crawlers with live music, local food, and art from 21 galleries and other venues across the city. The crawl is self-guided, allowing for guests to explore at their own pace and discover the beauty of art in St. Paul. April 12-14 @ Summit-Grand, West Side, Merriam Park, and Little Mekong Cultural District; April 19-21 @ West Seventh and Cathedral Hill; April 26-28 @ Downtown, Lowertown, Como, Payne-Phalen, and Raymond Station; stpaulartcollective.org
Art in Bloom
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This year marks the 40th anniversary of Minneapolis Institute of Art (Mia)’s Art in Bloom event—presented by Friends of the Institute—hosting 160 floral displays that interpret curator-chosen works from the museum’s collection. As part of the larger celebration, Party in Bloom (a ticketed event) will present guests with an exclusive, all-access experience among the blooming galleries. The event is free and open to the public, but donations are always appreciated. April 25-28 @ Minneapolis Institute of Art, artsmia.org 
Sip ‘N Shop
Shop goods from local artisans and makers while sipping on your favorite beverage at Buck Hill’s Sip ‘N Shop event. Buck ’54 Bar & Grill will be offering bloody marys, mimosas, and other craft cocktails, with a light wine tasting available to shoppers for $20. Vendor offerings include clothing, jewelry, candles, decor, and more. April 27, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. @ Buck Hill Event Center, buckhill.com
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With over 50 years of landscape design / build experience, Yardscapes combines Art + Science to create a unique experience for each client. Each project can be constructed with a combination of natural stone and other hardscapes elements, a variety of plant materials, water features, patios, retaining walls, lighting, custom pools, outdoor kitchens, fireplaces and fire pits. With the proper combination of natural elements; your personal natural environment can be created.
Yardscapes
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8609 Harriet Avenue South, Bloomington, MN 55420

(952) 887-2794

yardscapesinc.com

yardscapes@yardscapesinc.com
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Conservatory Craftsmen is a family-owned business that has been designing and building custom conservatories for over 20 years. A hands on company; from renderings to installation, there’s no middle man involved. At the heart of the company is Jim Hewitt, trained and experienced at every level of conservatory construction. Their personal approach to each project serves to create a space that you love to live in. They are more than just a conservatory installation company, they are artisans who craft the conservatory of your dreams, with the smart tech solutions to build it into the best room of your house. Cost conscious and time efficient, Conservatory Craftsmen works with you to ensure a stress free experience. With Smart Space technology they can ensure plants and people are comfortable year round.
Conservatory Craftsmen
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229 Friendship Lane, Minneapolis, MN 55337

conservatorycraftsmen.com

(612) 281-4985 | sales@conservatorycraftsmen.com
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ABOUT US
Midwest Home is dedicated to showcasing fine homes and gardens in the Twin Cities and around Minnesota.Contact us: information@greenspring.com
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